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Understanding the impact of Social Security on Mississippi’s economy and on our people is a heavy lift. Let’s start with the basics. Nationwide in 2019, 54.1 million people received
Social Security ...
SID SALTER: Social Security clock still ticking as pandemic imperils retirement benefits
Boris Johnson’s plan to overhaul social care could be unveiled as early as next week, as government sources say an impasse over a cap on lifetime care costs may be broken within days.
The Prime ...
Impasse on social care may be broken within days
" Future of Work raises critical questions and explores compelling diverse individual experiences," says GBH Executive Producer and series creator Denise DiIanni. "We provide expert
perspectives to ...
New Multi-Platform Future Of Work Series Explores How The World Of Work - And The American Dream - Is Changing
Last year in Mississippi, some 416,500 retirees received Social Security benefits averaging $17,161 annually. Future of programs can't be ignored.
Social Security clock still ticking as pandemic imperils future of retirement safety net
"Keep calm and carry on" may not be the best mantra when it comes to managing stress in the context of COVID-19.
Some stress-management strategies could pose physical health risks during COVID-19
The summit will provide executives with an update on The California Advancing & Innovating Medi-Cal (CalAIM), future perspectives ... health systems, has contracted with Mind OC, Inc.
to work ...
OPEN MINDS Announces 'Preparing For CalAIM: A Behavioral Health Provider Strategy Summit' At The 2021 OPEN MINDS Management Best Practices Institute
A new graphic illustrating the effects of claiming at nine different ages makes a handy tool even handier, Jeffrey Levine and others say.
5 Ways to Use Social Security’s New Statements to Help Your Clients
A Sarasota native is receiving international attention for her work fighting Type 1 Diabetes. Emmaella Rudd, a student at Florida State University student, is one of 400 individuals from
around the ...
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Sarasota native wins international award for work fighting Type 1 Diabetes
Orb Health, the industry leader in tech-enabled patient access and virtual care management services, announced today that Patricia Daiker has joined as the Vice President of Clinical ...
Orb Health Names Patricia Daiker as Vice President of Clinical Ops to Drive Industry Leading Patient Access and Care Management Services
With COVID restrictions easing and a year of online socializing and "Zoom fatigue," are we now seeing the beginning of the end of virtual happy hours?
Will virtual happy hours go offline as COVID restrictions ease and in-person social events return?
Bykovskyi, PhD, RN (UW Center for Health Disparities Research and UW School of Nursing) is recognized with the 2021 Terrie Fox Wetle Rising Star Award in Health Services and
Aging Research, from the A ...
Andrea Gilmore-Bykovskyi receives Rising Star Award in Health Services and Aging Research
The climate and health ... work has appeared in Foreign Policy Magazine, UPI, Military.com, Education Week and more. Along with over a decade of writing experience, she brings a global
...
Many Nations Receive Failing Scores on Climate Change and Health
Joanne Del Signore, head of people experience at eMoney, says the company has long sought to help its workers make educated financial decisions, a commitment that deepened over th
...
Here’s how eMoney is helping its workers manage their finances
While attempting to impress social media celebrities, the staff is dealing with a host of real crises Bayless experienced over the past three decades, such as hiding a pig from a health
inspector ...
Rick Bayless Takes on Social Media Influencers in New Play
In spotted hyena societies, inherited social networks - passed from mothers to offspring - are essential to hyena life and survival, according to a new study.
Inherited social networks shape spotted hyena society and survival
As the protests against Cuba's communist dictatorship ramp up, citizens of the island nation have taken to social media to plead for help.
Cubans Cry for Help on Social Media: 'Tomorrow We Will Go So They Will Beat Us to Death As Well'
The Biden administration's ability to meaningfully advance equitable policies depends on having research that has been conceived, conducted, and analyzed with equity at the center. The
Robert Wood ...
For Its Health Equity Agenda, The Biden Administration Needs Research That Focuses On Impacted Communities
Cape Girardeau’s new behavioral health hospital is now treating patients ... About 70% of his staff are skilled professionals (nurses and social workers) with entry level positions making
...
Tim Cockrell provides medical, business perspectives in role with behavioral health hospital
57-80) In the pre—Vatican II period the social mission of the Church was twofold—divinization and humanization. Divinization was the work of sanctifying God ... in the previous chapters.
Catholic ...
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